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The road to successful absorption :

, """"' Gila What is the JDCBrookdale Institute?

0020230001002

A
Jerusalem October 1992 ' m national center devoted to health policy research

for research on aging, in Israel. The objective of the JDC
1 health policy and human Brookdale Health Policy Research
\ development in Israel. Program is to contribute to efforts
'.. ., J ... to improve the financing andAn independent nonprofit , ,. ,, .,... , ,

. . . . delivery ot health services in Israelorganization that operates under ,, 1 ,1, . , 1,1
., . , xl . . through the analysis of selectedthe auspices of the American/■ ■ tl ,
ז . . , . , _. L .. ,. policy issues.I he program hasJewish Joint Distribution . 1 , ■ ,n w. .. rrr>^1 , , three major thrusts:Committee (AJJDC) and the
Government of Israel.  To assist the Government of
" ^ ,f., , . Israel in the process of planning,A team of professionals devoted , .. , , .. ,,

. . ... . . , implementing and evaluating the
to identifying relevant issues and ,,", . , ■' .. . .. . government s efforts to reform and
using aninterdisciphnary approach , .. ., , u,, . .. .f,. . better manage the health system.
to solving probems in the health T., , u,. ,

,> ■  To assist health care providersand human service systems. , . . t, . ,,.and insurers in Israel in their
A meeting ground for researchers, efforts to improve efficiency and

] policymakers, and professionals, effectiveness.
facilitating the linkage of research  To undertake applied research
findings to the implementation of projects which are designed to
changes in the field. make a longterm contribution to
. f .. . . the Israeli health care system.A center tor collaboration between
Israel and the international Immigration and its Impact
community. The dramatic change in the
tl u 1*ln 1 d projected and actual levels of
Jhe HeaIth Pohc*' Research immi3ration to Israel, particularly
Program , . from the Soviet Union, has
In response to the growing , , . ./ ,,

. , ...... J . promptedamajor reviewot the
nationa crisis in health care andiit4. > ,. . ...

. . ^ Institute s programmatic priorities,
a request hamJetGwemme.tr and studies have been initiated
of Israel, the JDCBrookdale r^ to contribute to Israel's ability to^ .  st.tute,in cooperation with JDC meetthis challenge.
Is e/, has developed a program
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JJDC, is funded primarily by the national United Jewish
11 (UJA), which is supported by campaigns conducted
vish Federations and nonfederated communities
[hout the United States.
JAFederation of New York has adopted Lod as a
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tiy programs for the successful absorption of the
!rants in that city. These have included a selfhelp
irant housing association, early childhood and job
ning programs, and neighborhood selfmanagement
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^tf Preface: A Letter from the MayorofLod

A4ms is well known, direct absorption has been quite successful,
facilitating the swift integration into Israeli society of large numbers of
immigrants from the former Soviet Union. At the same time, we have
keenly felt the lack of information which could have facilitated our planning,
both for immigrants who have already come and for those whose arrival is
anticipated.

The Municipality of Lod, working through its Municipal Strategic Planning
and Information Unit, requested the assistance of JDCIsrael and the
JDC Brookdale Institute to conduct a census of the city's Soviet immigrant
residents. The census was undertaken to determine the immigrants' unique
needs, reveal the degree to which they utilize existing municipal and
government services, and identify difficulties arising during the utilization
of services. The census is an important tool whose findings have already
been used to alter and improve the municipality's absorption of immigrants.

Attached herewith is the initial summary of the census findings. I am sure
this model of evaluating immigrant needs and absorption can usefully be
implemented elsewhere.

I would like to thank all those who have contributed to this project, thereby
serving the cause of immigrant absorption so important to us all.

I feel confident you will find this material most interesting.

Sincerely,
Maxim Levi
Mayor of Lod and Head of the Union of Local Authorities in Israel

P^FK '. f ^/*^f *** ^ /v'i <

New immigrant
scientists and Israeli
colleagues meet
with visiting Soviet
astronauts and Mayor
Maxim Levi (in suit) at
a technology seminar



Foreword: An Ameircan Perspective 0^

TM. he census of Soviet immigrants in Lod is the first attempt to study the 1Barry Ft. Chiswick is Research
entire population of immigrants in a given locale, examining the economic Professorand Headof the Department
and social adjustment of the "new wave" )post 1989) of Soviet Olim O^X^SS^^W
(immigrants). In the past three years Israel has welcomed over 400,000 scholar on the adjustment and
immigrants  of whom nearly 90^0 are from the former Soviet Union yne impactof immigrants, he was most
rateof immigration (i.e., immigrants relative to the population) in this S^^S^tT^
period is about twelve times the current rate of immigration to the United recent publications include "Soviet
States. It is also about three times the rate of immigration to the U.S Jews in theUnited States", Economic
during the peak immigration period in the first decade of this century. £Z^/^£^^y,
This massive immigration to Israel places great strains on the immigrants Canada and the United States, 1992.
seeking to establish new lives. It also places great strain on "veteran"
Israelis (sabras and longterm immigrants) and on the Israeli economy.
Immigration is not merely a process of moving people from one place to
another. It is a process of adjustment and adaptation; a process that takes
time. Israel has consistently adopted a proactive policy toward immigrant
absorption, as distinct from the passive policy of the U.S. Israel provides
special subsidized housing and language and job training programs, as
well as direct financial support during the initial adjustment period. These
programs seem to be paying substantial dividends as the immigrants have
adjusted with remarkable speed to life in Israel.

Three important lessons for Israel can be drawn from the findings in this
excellent report:

a) Immigration is a process of adjustment for the immigrants and Israel as
a whole. These adjustments take time, but they are more difficult for older
immigrants and when immigration rates are very high.
b) Both the Soviet immigrants and the Israeli economy and society have
made very impressive and largely successful adjustments. Immigrants are
being housed, they are learning Hebrew and increasingly finding work
commensurate with their training.
c) The absorption process is not complete. Some immigrants still lack
permanent housing (although not in Lod), are less than fully fluent in
Hebrew, and are not in jobs that take maximum advantage of their skills.
Many immigrants are still unfamiliar with the large range of social services
that are available to them, and some may need social services that are not
readily available.

Israel has made very impressive, if not unprecedented, achievements in
both cushioning and fostering the process of immigrant absorption. But
this is still an early stage in the process. Less than three years has passed
since the massive immigration began. The full adjustment to life in Israel
will require more time and effort by the immigrant, as well as substantial
capital investments by the private sector and government sector to create
productive jobs and to expand the social and economic infrastructure (e.g.,
roads, hospitals, schools, etc.). This may seem an undoubting task. The
evidence in the Lod Soviet immigrant census suggests it can be done.

Professor Barry Chiswick
The University of Illinois at Chicago1



^k Introduction

.L^od is a working class city absorption in major areas of life, A^K^WU^^Bm^^^AwWA^^^my
in the central part of Israel, not and their patterns of utilization of AUm^^mW^mWk m HI ^^M
far from BenGurion Airport. local services. ^^^^^^^^^^^H■ if■ M^M
Its population numbers about t1 1x,^T , iL ^^^^^I^H^^^B fll^^H... nnn . , ,. ., o nnn 1 he results of the Lod survey  the ^■■■■^^r I■■II ■^^H45,000, including more than 3,000 ,. ., .... , , , , HP10V**'■ J™.■ lllf^Hi

^ , ,,,,., first of its kind ever undertaken MEI^BF .O~W M liH^^Hlnew immigrants from the boviet . . , . .. , , r , W₪₪B^M jAmMBmmmwm,, . , , . . . ז , in Israel  indicate that the Lod ^^₪₪BK mHJH^^HI
Union2. Immigrants in Lod were. ...A , , , ^₪₪BK  smm¥^;₪i^mW

., , .. , .,,.,. municipality has succeeded ■P^Ir^ ^/^^AmmmmkmWWgiven the opportunity to tell their . .. ,, , , , rZsiS ^mE^^^^^l

. . ,, ,. in aying the groundwork for Mm nos <,,,. ^W~,** "£££ Aown stories in the course of m,s ■T ±. , , ., ,vf f 11> '. ",,^ '*m.,'■'.<£MWmk.^l■ + . ..,, c. , successful absorption of the city s w 1 s ' "■'"VM^YfTwMdepth interviews with each Soviet . , x. f !rjzJ m\
, ,, . ^ immigrants and in generating a I m^m. m 1aM₪ Amimmigrant family in the city. . . . .\ I ^^ '*9h*^emAwm AWA

desire among them to continue to \tl ^'='* _ot*" WSP■■^^ mm
The Municipal Strategic Planning live in Lod. While not satisfied with vjf ^*^_a"^' ^y.* y'* * V
and Information Unit (MPU) in all of aspects of life in the city, [4 ||י||_ ' ^^^^W
Lod was established in 1988 as almost all of the immigrants are rf Jw^wfKm./
part of a national program initiated interested in remaining in Lod, and eS/L: ^^HR
by JDCIsrael in cooperation a large proportion of them have ^^Bk ^^
with the Ministry of the Interior already purchased apartments in ^W^wMj* ^7 _

to create units that would serve the city.

* 6"^V^ C*pa?y of/OCal An issue that has been a major Reading the Haggadah
government lor effetCtl^e Clt* focus of public concern is the in Russian and
P'3"™"9. TheSe UfS haV,e b6S.Un degree to which immigrants are "?™'f y,oun9setrto play a major role in addressing ...r. ,. , x enjoys his first
., , n, , ,. succeeding in finding employment Paecnver ■n 1 nirthe challenge of absorbing new. * a^y . fassover 1n L0a

,. tl h*™ 1 .. 1 and moving towards economicimmigrants. 1 he MFU took . , . .... ..,.,..,, ., , ., independence. I his process is ,,,, , f ,1 . ,responsibility on behalf of the. ", , ,, . the general state of the country s
, , , , . ,, , ., influenced by overall economiccity of Lod for assuring that the .., , .. . , economy.u j. ^1 jj as well as local conditions in thesurvey would directly address .,., iU " .. ,, ,,

Al ' , , . , _, , various communities in which the Despite the generally promisingthe city s planning needs and for . .,.. n . . ,, . ., ,, .
., ,.?. V , f, ,. ,. . immigrants settle. It is influenced picture of immigrant absorptionthe utilization of the findings in . . , ..,, , , . ., ., ., , ,by national policy and by local in the city, the census data
prac 1ce' efforts and inputs. In contrast with reveal several potential problems.
Considerable numbers of the impressions shared by many, Substantial numbers of older
immigrants from the last wave the data indicate that after two immigrants are not finding
of immigration from the Soviet years in Israel, 87X of the men and employment and face severe
Union, which began towards the 610/o of the women aged 25 to 64 economic and personal hardships
end of 1989, have now been in are employed, and that in some as a result. Moreover, many
Israel for over two years. The Lod age groups (aged 3544) over 90X of the immigrants are still not
survey was conducted in January of the men are employed. employed in jobs that utilize their
1992, and included all Soviet......r.. . . skills and training. Meeting the

, A T . While Lod is in an area of ,, .,, . , ,immigrants who came to Israel ., .,. . , ^ needs of those groups which lag. o ^ . 1rvo_ , Ail , Israel in which unemployment,,. , , . ... .,from September 1989 and settled , . . . , behind and progressing with the
. iL /~ r,. , rates tend to be low, a national , , , ..... ,in the city. The survey provides us task of creating appropriate jobs
with one of the first opportunities ,,"" "., ,, A. . > constitute major challenges lying

, A. , x, (JDCBrookdale, forthcoming) , ,to observe the success of those,^. A iU . ahead.
. , , , ^ , substantiates the majorimmigrants who have completed , .. xl. , T, ,. ,. , ,,.,.. , x ,^ , ^. conclusions of the Lod survey. The findings of this survey are
*e^;31 stase of the absTOptlOn Even nationally, the employment already contributing to the efforts

rate among Soviet immigrant men of the municipality in assisting the
The following report presents who have been in Israel for over immigrants in their absorption.
selected findings on the two years is about 80X. In the At the same time the findings
characteristics of the immigrants, future it will also be true that the make an important contribution to
their satisfaction with Lod, their immigrants' situation will improve understanding the overall process
> "Soviet Union" 15 used to represent the longer they are in Israel. of absorption of immigrants in
the countries formerly included in the However their overall success will Israel and to the formulation of
UnionofSoviet Socialist Republics also depend on factors related to appropriate national policies.
)Ujon).
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' ~ residence, and familiarity with and
lfl .. . _ . utilization of the local system of
Vladimir Psachov TU** 1 **A Cmmmr^mr.
continues in his /," .?, ^USiVey'\ serv1ces
profession as a What Was Done?
fountains technician: The city of Lod, a workingclass
aTewcormfrom city in the central part of Israel, Immigrants in Lod by Age
Ethiopia has about 45,000 residents. Lod (In Percentages)

was one of the first in a series of
municipalities which approached 4
JDCIsrael and expressed the need 5 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
for our help in conducting a survey ^^^^K^S^^^^^tB^^^^
of immigrants residing in the city. _ ^^^^^^|HH^H^B^^^^^^k
The Lod municipality, as other ^^^^^H^^SsiB^^^^^^^^B
municipalities in Israel, lacked even ^^^^^H^^lflfifS^^^^^HR
the most basic data on their new ^^^^^^B^^^^^H^H^^Hefl
citizens in order to plan services ך V^^I^^^^^^^^HH^B■*
and target municipal programs and ^BB^^^^^^^^^^BB^^^
efforts to those areas and those ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
groups where their contribution j

would be most meaningful.
The survey described in this report/77 * n ■1/10'3 1 0/.\\ \ . _ I 1Ay 6Ul 4 £0. 1 /0included only boviet immigrants ,.
in the city. Other surveys areL2JAge1519 8.50/o

being conducted on Ethiopian S Age 2034 21 ■40/0

immigrants in various communities /4J Age 35.44 16 jo/0

in Israel. Comprehensive data on S Age 4554 g.7%
the immigrants and the process
of their absorption were gathered ^ A9e 5564 920/0
by means of a census of all Soviet B Age 65+ 11.40/0

3In the case of couples the ™a/e wras immigrants. In a housetohouse
identified as the head of the family. In ,,, 1" """ , ■ .,cases jn whjch the mak was abJnt survey of all 10,200 hous1nS un1ts
from the household for more than in the city, 3,205 recent immigrants Who are the
three consecutive weeks, the female from the Soviet Union living inf.  i,"'...^ A.~_. #m__
was interviewed as the head of the nQr.. ,,, , immigrants trOtn tne
family. Unmarried adu!ts 22 and 780 apartments were 1ocated >*Al/fW llninn / ivino
over were also defined as heads of Subsequently, 1 >250 heads of eachBOyiei Union LiViUg
families. immigrant family3 were interviewed in LOiif
< All findings presented behw re/er by means of a questionnaire in A. How old are theyF
to heads ofhouseholds except where Russian administered by census Approximately 30P/0 of the
otherwise noted. takers who were themselves immigrants are children and youth
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up to age 19, 9X are between the Ecf■■^ ~ '" £ Wjr_^j^z]0£^^^™*]^l^^^^^₪₪₪K₪M
ages of 5564, and approximately ^T^ "^H irV ■ppPB*"JJjBP1ff1^" ""^■H^^H^^^JH^B
UJo of them are elderly over the H*i U Jlf^Byi |H|H * /wMlM

B. How long have they been ^m Mh> , jt£ l^jQLjj|y^^K
in Israel? HHIi PS1!? " P^^^j^^ii^H^pBMM■
A significant proportion of the 1 1 H^ I

immigrants have passed the stage _...;_ .;r;;?n ' EM^*it\ ' ^ftWp" _.  || W jaJ
of initial absorption. More than '" ■ "" 'w S. WjA 1/ I J9
onethird of them have been in \ H* I JB
Israel for a year and a half or ■nf* _a * ,■ jHcfM. I■
more; 38X of them have been in M , i. ^₪Ksm₪B₪/₪₪M1"*""^^^■■i jhsmmJ
Israel for between one and one ^k ^^'<^^9HB|^HHBe Jp ff^^^^^^^^^H
and a half years; 16X of them ^^^ ^^^^^^^BHHtf ~J^ jr ^^^^^^^^^^^H
have been in Israel for between s'x ^^F^ \ ^^^^CSjOt, ^ .^^^^^^^^^^^H
months to one year; and ^*/k have ^H \ jr^ ^j**k ^H^^^^^^^H
been in Israel for fewer than six ^^■l\ ^^ ■ ,g, ^tl₪Bf ^^^^^H^^^^|
months. J^^^^gma ' . <.>.■. *^!|MpL ,^^^^H^H^^^^H
C. How Ions after their
arrival in Israel did the illnesses. Of these, 7X are aged Aharon Greenburg, 55,
immigrants arrive in Lod? 18 or under, nearly half of them a landscape architect
More than half of the immigrants are aged 1964, and 0'ל45 of them from Ukraine> w.orks in

came directly to Lod, and are elderly (aged 65 and over). the™cXunfSity'
approximately onefourth of them The findings indicate that 77
came to Lod during their first year immigrants suffer from some form
in Israel. of disability: impaired mobility, C How many of the
D. What is their educational vision ^ hearinS P™ble™s> , immigrants would
background? mental illness, or a developmental recommend living in Lod to
Like Soviet imm1grants elsewhere handicap^ Ten of the 77 are a9ed friends?
in Israel, those in Lod are highly J8 or undf 32 of י"^ are A very large percentage (70o/o) of
educated: about twothirds of the betwfn /^ a9es of *9 a"d 64> the immigrants would recommend
adults studied in institutions ofr and 35 of them are elder]V■ living in Lod to friends.
higher learning (universities or D. What are the most
other Post secondar^ institutions)" ", . . common complaints of_ .... . .How ao the   *1  1 j^>E. What were their M ' *Ft immigrants living in Lodr
occupations before immigrants reel The most common complaints
immigrating to Israel? UDOUt LOur are that the cost of apartments
Over half of the adult immigrants A. What brought the is too high, there are not enough
have professional, or scientific immigrants to Lod? jobs in the city; the cultural life of
occupational backgrounds. For Almost half of the immigrants the city is underdeveloped, and
example, of the immigrants in Lod, arrived in Lod in order to live near city sanitation and cleanliness are
nearly 400 are engineers, 100 are relatives. The relatively low cost of insufficient.
physicians, and 200 are teachers. housing, and the hope of finding
Nearly 20</£> were employed in employment also drew immigrants
industry as skilled or unskilled to Lod.

workerSB.How manyof the
F. How many of the immigrants want to stay in
immigrants suffer from Lod?
chronic illnesses or Almost all of the immigrants (94'$)) :
disability? intend to stay in Lod.
Approximately 14X of the
immigrants suffer from chronic
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Howare the which they or a member of Occupation in Soviet Union
Immigrants being thf!r /anff bave, purchased. An of Adult ImmigrantsAbsorbed ill Lod? additional H.% of the immigrants
. . . . . are planning to purchase
Absorption is f dyna1™c prOC,fSS apatrments during the coming ^^^^^cfj
which can be fully understood year. More than twothirds of l^^H^^^^
T^ 'f™ned ouver t1meThe the immigrants who have been in ^^^^■^^^^
degreeto which absorption is Israel for two years or more have ^^^^m^^^^S
successfu is a function of the , , i . a1 i ^^^^^^^^^■RSg^^^^^^^^^■

t , . purchased apartments. Almost J^^^^^^KBSnOB^^^^^^^mamount of time the immigrant has """, , ., . . i.j on A* O^^^^^KOB₪₪KB^^^^^^₪H
, ■ , , ■ , , , 900/0 of the immigrants aged 3544 M^^₪^BBB₪^₪B^^^KBrbeen in Israel, with the nature of ,, , ,. , ■SHIBmBKBl■■■^■■■^■!
, . . . ' .. have purchased apartments (see ^■BSBnBnHBmBBHBBV
this dynamic varying accordingT H ..> ^■HBSBniB^pBBBB■■^ 3
to the immigrant's age and other ' ^^H^H^H|^^^^|^^
background characteristics. This C. How many are employed? 7 ^.^BM^^^^
process is exemplified in Table 1. Among immigrants of working age 6 5 4
The table contrasts the situation (2564), >£ל74 of the men and 41'^ of
of immigrants who have been in the women are employed. H Scientific and Academic 35.40/0

Is/ad for less than aS'ear with that D. Who is most successful at ■ Professional and
o* "™.grants who have been 1n finding a job? Technical Occupations 24.0/
the country tor over two years., tv. , ___. , 1. The younger an immigrant ■ Industrial Workers 17 60/<The process of absorption over * => ~> ■ inaustnai worKers 1 i.bh
. K,, v is (under age 45), the better his  ., ., l"l , " " ,
t1me 1S coumpared /or two aSe , . chances for becoming integrated ■ Clerical Workers Q.0%
srouPsc^se '" ^e pr1me work1ns into the labor force. For example, ■ Service Workers 5O0/

ages (3544) and ^se at ages a significant majority (82^) of ■ Sales Workers 4.5/
in which greater difficulties m tun^auu ^f tLo r,™™ _
. . . the men and halt ot the women H nther /inrinriinn Anrimitnrah 4 nsA

g^0^*10" can be exPected <55 immigrants aged 3544 are ■ 0th6r (1nClUdm9 A9nCUltUral) 4.0/O

.__, . _ ^11 A , 4. Immigrants in some occupations
A. Do the .mm.gra1.ts 2 The 1onSe[ f ^^ has have a relatively difficult time
ma"aSc to ™h1*™ o b^en m fraf the better hlS + , finding employment. For example,proficiency in Hebrew? chances for becoming integrated *l t tU. j , ■

"T, """,,, ,.xlt. . . ^ . more than twothirds of maleAbout SO'/k of the adut immigrants into the labor force. For example, . , , ,
, .. , . ,/¥I , , , ,, ,nno,\,r.r L engineers and teachers are
have stud1^ י" ™ulpan (Hfb[eW, f!J T™(\jfJ i employed, compared with less
language class).About onefifth of and 8^ oim™ afd 4f54 who than half of the artists and only
the immigrants report being lfuent have been in Israel for two years,, . , , ., , . . ,

, 3_.,T , . , one third of the physicians (seeor nearly fluent in Hebrew; one or more are employed. ן ,, ",
fourth have only "little difficulty" 3. The older immigrant faces
in Hebrew; over onethird have greater difficulties in integrating E. Who is most successful
"many difficulties"; and onefifth into the labor force, and it is in finding appropriate
have no proficiency in Hebrew generally felt that few of the employment?
at all. However, almost 40'^ of older immigrants will be able to Among male immigrants the vast
immigrants who have been in overcome the obstacles they majority of physicians who are
Israel for two years or more are face. Somewhat contrary to these employed, work as physicians.
lfuent or nearly lfuent in Hebrew. expectations, however, after two By contrast, only 159£> of the
Age is also a factor in attaining years in Israel 67*^ of the men and engineers, 19X of the teachers,
proficiency, and among immigrants 30X of the women ages 5564 are and onefourth of the artists
aged 3544, after two years almost employed. are working in their professions
60X are lfuent or nearly lfuent. Nevertheless, the nonemployment (see Table 2). An additional 109£>

The percentage of immigrants with of many immigrants in this age of the engineers are employed
little or no proficiency declines group has significant implications in positions similar to those
over time as well. for the immigrants, their families they held in the Soviet Union,

. and the economy. Overcoming the as technicians or junior gradeuu^a 4 obstacles they face represents one engineers. The percentage of
 J?. , of the major challenges in the area immigrants employed in theirFortythree percent of the, , ... . ,,. . ,,.,,,.:.. . of absorption into employment. profession rises as their lengthimmigrants live in apartments
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Table 1: Headsof Immigrant Families by Indicators of
Absorption, Age, and Length of Time in Israel, Lod 1992
)in percentages90)

Age and Length of Time in Israel
Aged 3544 Aged 5564

Indicators of Total
Absorption < 1 year > 2 years < 1 year > 2 years Immigrants*
Live in an apartment
they or a relative own 10 89 14 78 43

Employed: Men** 64 97 36 67 74

Employed: Women** 22 74 2 30 41

Have enough income
to meet basic needs 12 43 11 35 26

Have social
contact with Israelis 28 76 27 57 43

Can turn to an
Israeli for help with
a personal problem 23 58 20 52 34

* Data refer to all immigrants, regardless of age or length of residence in Israel.

** The percentage in the total column refers to ages 2564.

Table 2: Immigrant Men Over Age 22 in Selected Professions:
Percentage Working and Type of Work, Lod 1992

Of those working: \ working in:

X Previous Services Skilled Unskilled
working Occupation work in Work in Sales Cleircal Other

Industry Industry
Engineers 71 15 17 31 113 4 19*

Physicians 35 83 17

Artists 45 26 19 15 27 4 9

Teachers 69 19 14 1938 5 5

* Including 9<?0 who are working as junior grade engineers or technicians.

< . 1 ו  '

. . ' .  י.
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of stay in Israel increases. For I. What help is needed DV Immigrant Heads 0f
example, about 25X of immigrant immigrants who want to u .u . .. ".!._ ▼.._._
engineers who have been in Israel start their own businesses? Households by H0USln8 TVPe
for two years or more work in The vast majority of immigrants o

their profession, and about 20P/0 of who want to start their own _^ft^^^^^^cf^l 5
them work in related professions, businesses need financial ^^^K^S^^^KUt&j^^
as junior grade engineers or assistance, guidance concerning ^^^^^n^g^KBj^/^^^^L
technicians. administrative matters, and ^ ^^^^^^^^KBj^S₪[^^^^^D
Data from a recent national counseling about the laws that j^^^^^^^l^B^^^^^^^^^^H
survey of Soviet immigrants (JDC apply to running a business. H^^H^^B^^^^^^^^^^^JH
Brookdale forthcoming) con/irm J. How are the immigrants WS^^^H^HF
*at fer two years 1nIsrae ' abof managing ifnancially? ^I^^^^^S^
ha f the immigrants areemp Oyed AL. . ...JfiU U , r ^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.., , ..., ...,, , About onethird of the heads of ^^^^^^^^■^^ 1
in jobs that utilize their skills and , , 1 ,.,.,,., ■ ^^^^^^^^^

. . households reported that their
income does not enable them

F. How many immigrants are to meet their daily needs. An H private Rental 51 .Q"k
not employed and looking additional 4O'X> claimed that their _ _. , .. ,. .. ,, , o" no/,\ .y , ,._ a ., , ., , , .. ■ Owned by Head of Household 30.0o/ofor work (unemployed)? income enables them to meet daily
Unemployed immigrants are needs "with great difficulty". ■ Owned by Fami|y Member 13■0"/o
defined as those who are The economic difficulties of the I Absorption Center or Caravan 3.90/0

not working but who are immigrants are related to several I Rental of Public Housing \.\oh
seeking work. About 189o of the factors. Those families who do
immigrants aged 22 and over are not have a source of income from . . .,., r
unemployed. employment Hve on minima, ™™grants and about onethird of
_ ___ A . . welfare and unemploymentthe older immigrants reported that
G. Who are the unemployed benefits. Many of those employed the1rincome covered their basic
immigrants? . A .are workingat lowlevel jobs, and needs.An additional onethird of^oT^™^™15y, ^" those in better jobs are otfenthe younger immigrants and an
men (227o and 133, respectively). paid lowlevel starting salaries.additional onequarter ouf those
'mm19rants as^d 2234+ have ^ Furthermore, as irnmigrants they ages5564 report thatfhe1r 'ncome
highest unemployment ratf  3f' have many special expenditures. covers J*e'r ^af/c needs wlth
Man^' 1mm1Srants not emPloyed at Most brought with them little Sreat dlff1cult* 

older ages are not even seeking .. , , . . , , , _ . ,
. f, . , . ,a capital and must take out large L. Are the immigrantswork. I he rate of unemployed  . ,., , ... ,,.,. , . ., loans to buy an apartment and becoming integratedimmigrants is highest among those ju■u iu u.,, ~, , ,. ., , consumer goods which they have sociallv?

who have been 'n I.sraf between left behind. The immigrants are 1. Do the immigrants have
one and one and a ^My^xs. under considerable pressure to social relationships with
I his is the period in which many 1 , ,j ■ J.L _.. _
.. , , . . make such purchases during the Israelis?

ohm complete their participation" , ■jr 1. ,.., . _. , , ,
, .,, ■ ■ K first period of absorption, as this The immigrant heads of

in ulpanim and training courses . ., .. ,, ■ ,, ,.,, , , , .7 ,,., , , ,,£. , ,. . , , is the time they are legally entitled househods were asked if they hadand begin to actively search for . , , ,. .f ,... ., . . , , :.
. y to tax reductions on the purchase social relationships with Israelis,

emp Oymen  of such items as cars and electrical including having been invited to
H. Are immigrants and household appliances. their homes and participating in

interested in st*rti"s thcir K. Which immigrants are uTT SOCja!aCtiuitieu About^Ta^a ^ . . + ifndingitmost diiffcult tohalf indicated that they have
Three hundred and fifty immigrant ,.. j.. .. o such relationships at least to
heads of households are interested A,, , , some degree. Elderly immigrants
. ...., . , . Among immigrants who have been ,. , .x  11 ju u x 1
in starting their own businesses.. T ■f ■ tL , find itespecia ydifficu t to form
A, ,,3 ..,, , . ,, in Israel for less than a year, only , ,., . _. .More than 40 of them are in the 100/ , ,,oc AA , .1O/ suchre ationships. The onger an

, , ..., . , . \2OL of those ages 3544 and 11X .,,.r, ^lprocess ot establishing businesses,c ,, cc ,.,, ,,. immigrant has been in Israel, the
, l 1 j±ui.u j of those ages 5564 reported that ,...,.x , '. .and seven have already established ., . .". ., , . more likely he is to have social

, . their income was sufficient to meet , . , . . . . .. , ri
bus1nesses. their basic needs Even atfer twQ relationshipswith Israelis, and after

years, less than half of the younger tw,G yearus about 6^ have such
relationships.
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2. Can the immigrants turn N. How are elderly HOW are JmmiqratltS
to Israelis for help? immigrants being absorbed? Utilizino Local
Onethird of the immigrants Onefifth of the elderly immigrants <j "o
reported feeling they could ask live alone or only wjtj, their services.
an Israeli for help with a personal spouses (5X live alone and 16'^ A. Are the immigrants
problem. However, this situation live with a spouse). Elderly familiar with local services?
improves with length of stay: about immigrants find it more difficult to While Lod has an extensive and
half of the immigrants who have learn Hebrew and to make contact welldeveloped system of services,
been in Israel for more than two with Israelis. About 60X of the many of the immigrants were not
years reported they could turn to elderly know no Hebrew at a|1> aware of the existence of various
an Israeli for help. compared with 20X of the total services.
3. Would the immigrants immigrant population. More than\ . ■ .. .

recommend immigration to 7090 of the elderly immigrants have
Israel to a friend? no social contact with Israelis, r~ ^^^■pKlf ■ 3|1 1

More than onethird of the compared with half of the total H dl !!^^^■L^^^cfAJL, 1

immigrants from the Soviet Union immigrant population. Elderly Hhbr ^^^ES₪^^^/₪Um
in Lod would recommend aliya immigrants living alone or only wEt&i "'m^HHH^B^^H
)immigration to Israel); about with their spouses face particular f is^^KU^^J^BBm
another quarter of them would economic difficulties. £", \j W^^W^j^H^Hl
recommend delaying the decision^ *, . /r J' \ w^K W₪t₪f

. , ,. , .. "o/ O. Are the immigrant *k n hk Wmilon immigration, and less than 107b ... . .  M ' AvJ^V ^3,, , . . children becoming Bi^mtmii Am^r" ~ A. MU₪₪mwould recommend remaining in . , . , m^₪F £^,7^ ^Mm^^₪₪ff
., c.,r, . integrated into the m^^m, ^^■■KkS 'Tf^^HBKjthe Soviet Union., .. .. o W ^m. י r  4^^Fmmeducational system? K ^mmm'^J ^Sfj
M. What are the major Relatively fewer immigrant children ^"^^^. r %/k 3^,1
problems facing immigrants? are enrolled in day care centers, P**>^Sl'''rI^g> ~^tg^p| jl
For 40X of the immigrants finding nursery schools, and kindergartens M₪ta, ^^ *.
employment was the most difficult than are Israeli children. About
problem they had encountered onefourth of the immigrant Dr. Zoya Greenburg,
since their arrival in Israel. One children aged 34, and about three . harproskincgtsPforately'
fourth of the immigrants reported fourths of those aged 5, are in day ' .Qjnjng the S{aff of a
that finding housing was their most care centers, nursery schools, or sick fund: she was
pressing problem. kindergartens. In contrast, 90^0 of formerly in charge of
The immigrants' perception the Israeli children these ages are a children's C///7/C i"
of their most difficult problem enrolled in preschool education Chemovt"6 city of
changes in accordance with the programs. Ninetysix percent
length of time they have been of the immigrant children aged
in Israel. Initially, the housing 614 attend school. Ninetyone
problem seems most serious. percent of those aged 1518 attend
However, after having been in school, while 99£> of youths aged ./■.r' ■

Israel for one yearjmmigrants tend 1518 neither study nor work. The . :■ > ■

to see finding employment as their great majority of immigrant heads ■. 

most pressing problem. Immigrants of house holds reported being ■ : ■ '

who have been in Israel for two satisfied with the integration of ■  י . ■. ■:■"■<" י" 'י
years often cite bureaucracy and their children into the educational
"red tape" as their most difficult system (8270). ■ .■

problem. In this sense their
perceptions have become more
similar to those of veteran Israelis.
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For example, about half did no? 1^^^^ '""י*"^ ■■■■■
know that the municipality has a ^^^^S *jH^^Hp huHI^^^I ^gi^m ^^^^^H
Department of Absorption ^B^Kf r1jam3m '^^^^tfl ^^^^^^J^■ ^^^^KKtU^^^^m
despite its many efforts on behalf ^^^^P^JllflfH|^^^H■■ J^^m ^^^^^^^^^^^^H
of this population. About half did ^^^^T^^^^KB₪K₪^^K 1B~*"^^^^^HhSHi||||H
not know about the municipal ^^^^3^^^^^^^^Eal^^^■^ ■L *^^^^^BW£ y
library, and practically three ^^H^^F^^HH^p^^^P^^at^^^^Bcf^^l^ * * 1

quarters did not know that ^^^^Kf^' t^*B1rm*1S^5^SKmStffSi$//fs'■ .3^^ 1

special activities are offered at the ^K^^^ ^ i^^^^^BMB^^H^^^^^^^f^
community center. The proportion F "^9m^^^^^"L ^29HHH| *

of immigrants who were unaware ■l mp J^ jlBP**!ir . _ ^J^^^^■^^^^ 1
of the existence of the local *X^s jlfHHHef"*^^. ■*.**"""""''^ ^^^HHHHk I
welfare bureau, family counseling ^Jw" ^rmm ^Tf f. ^*^**^ ^^^^₪tr  J■
services, and wellbaby clinics was ^ ^₪ \ i^y^ ^ r ja^^lfpl
even greater. v ,^^^ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4Fj^HjM
Immigrants who had been in ||a^^H^^ "***SjiP ^^^H
Israel a longer period of time were M^^^^^^^B^ ^ ^' ^^^
somewhat more familiar with local ^^^^^^^^^^B _" , ^Z^t₪I^W
services. However, the percentage
that was unaware of the existence schools. About onefourth of Orit Zidnov, a former
of various services was still high. the chronically sick and disabled engineer from Russia,
It was also found that target immigrants are not receiving IS "0W f ^"l1?*1,

. . . 1. 1 aCCOUntS CIG1K 31 a
populations were unaware of the medical care. local dank

,"V^f0!^3ל™* C. What additional
exampe' 9J/o of th* Jeads ^ assistance do the
Voun9 fam11'es' aSued 2244' dld immigrants need? E. Are the .mmigrants
not .<now about theLcentfr fo* The responses to this question satisifed with the health
^'ounS ^hlldren or ab2.^ iarf^ focused on several areas. About services in Lod?
counsehnS servif/ lhfse data onefourth of the immigrants About threequarters of the
s"s3est the need for 1nformat1on, indicated needing more help immigrants are satisfied with
about serv1cfs ^ be more act1ve^ learning Hebrew. the medical care they receive
disseminated and tarSeted !" t About onefourth reported they through the sick funds. Their most
lightofthe finding tbat onl^ 8/o of would like information about common complaints were that
a11 h,eads of fa"llhes knew about available apartments, help in physicians do not readily make
local services from information L translating documents, and house calls and do not spend
Publicized by the municipality, the guidance on how to negotiate with sufficient time with each patient,
need to disseminate information landlords and contractors. About and that specialists do not have
seems even more pressmS. 4<£ of the immigrants reported office hours in primary care clinics.
B. What problems do wanting guidance pertaining to
immigrants encounter when religious matters, including help in
using the services? learning the laws, practices, and
About 100 immigrants reported customs of Judaism.
Problems in usinS services. These D. How many of the
focusedon bureaucracy, hiSh immigrants have health
costs, and discourteous treatment. insurance?
Suome 100 immi9rants rePorted Almost all of the immigrants (97X)
that ,fst Precluded them from are members of one of Israel's four
enrolling themselves or their g^^ funcjs 5

children in special activities at the
community center, or in nursery

sA sick fund is similar to a Health
Maintenance Organization.



^frf Summary

Tm, he most recent wave of immigration from the Soviet Union has
brought more than 3,000 immigrants to Lod. These immigrants have similar
basic characteristics to those who have settled elsewhere in Israel, and
have the potential to contribute significantly to the economic and social
development of the city.

The Lod survey provides insights into absorption as a dynamic process.
Evaluating the success of this process requires a more focused look at
specific groups among the olim, differentiated primarily by age and by
duration of residence in Israel. The situation of the more veteran immigrant
is considerably different from that of his newer counterpart. Such a

j perspective enables us to identify those immigrants who may be lagging
behind, and who require more time and additional inputs on the part of
the service system to ensure their integration into Israeli society. It is
important for the immigrants themselves to understand the dynamics of the
absorption process as they measure their own success and develop their
expectations for the future.

As the chances for employment increase over time, so do the chances
for working in the occupation held before immigrating to Israel, though
even after two years in Israel most immigrants are still not employed in
their previous occupation. Absorbing immigrants into the Israeli labor
force in such a way as to allow them to put their training and skills to
use and maximize their contribution to Israeli society is one of the major
remaining challenges on the absorption agenda. In turn, the development

; of appropriate jobs is intimately related to the process of investment and
requires a longer period of time to allow these investments to bear fruits.
The difficulties with which immigrants must cope also change over time.
When they first arrive in Israel, immigrants cite housing as their biggest
problem. Immigrants who have been in Israel for at least one year cite
employment as their most serious problem.

After having been in Israel for two years, immigrants are less troubled by
problems associated with housing and employment, but are more frustrated
by problems encountered in interaction with bureaucracy and service
providers. The immigrants' economic status does not improve as quickly
as does their employment status. After two years in Israel, 42X report that
their income enables them to meet their basic daily needs. Another 33($)
indicate that their income enables them to meet basic needs with "great
difficulty".

Alongside many encouraging findings, the data gathered have enabled
decisionmakers and planners to identify those who lag behind or who face
particular difficulties in becoming absorbed in Israeli society, and to note
specific areas which merit special attention. For example, the data have
shed light on the older immigrants' more problematic situation in the Israeli
labor market.
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On the municipal level the findings of the survey indicate the generally
positive attitude of immigrants toward the city. This is reflected in the
desire of 94o/o of the immigrants to stay in the city, and in the willingness of
709£> of them to recommend settling in Lod to a friend. Yet in the municipal
context as well there are a number of issues meriting special attention:
. A large majority of immigrants are unaware of the existence of most local
services, including those geared to meeting their specific needs.
. Immigrants feel that some of their needs are not being sufficiently met by
the existing system of services. The census revealed that immigrants need
counseling when looking for housing, extra help in learning Hebrew, and
assistance in opening their own businesses.
. The percentage of young immigrant children enrolled in pre schools is
much lower than that of Israeli children.
. Some 99£> of the immigrant youth aged 1518 are neither studying nor
working.
. The social absorption of the immigrants is partial. Half of the immigrants
who have been in Israel for two years or more indicated that they could
turn to an Israeli for help.
. Elderly immigrants have special difficulty learning Hebrew and making
social contact with Israelis. A significant proportion of the elderly (209£>) live
alone or only with their spouses, and face greater economic difficulties than
other immigrants.
. Despite their high satisfaction with residence in Lod, immigrants cited
that cultural life and sanitation in the city require improvement.

I■■■" JIhuLpJ^3si^Bf^^H9^^■ ■^^■r^^l 1

Yosef Mordechai, 39,
)wearing visor) is a
welder from Baku,
Azerbaijan: with Israeli
coworker Dadya
Eliahu he makes iron
fencing and gates



^k Postscript:^^ First Steps towards Implementing the Results of the Survey

A
xms this survey neared completion, the Municipality of Lod began taking
action to respond to problem areas which the survey brought to light. The
steps that were taken included:

. Six new preschool frameworks were opened at the beginning of the
school year, taking into account the distribution of immigrants among Lod's
various neighborhoods as revealed in the study.

. New efforts have been made to distribute information to the immigrants.
These included the establishment of four neighborhood information centers
and the publication of a newspaper in Russian.

. A community action effort has been launched, leading to the
establishment of a steering committee  including representatives of
JDCIsrael, the municipality, the immigrants and other residents  to
help address the issues raised in the survey. The survey report has
been translated into Russian and will be distributed among the ohm. The
immigrants themselves will be involved in decisionmaking with regard to
implementation of the survey's findings.

. An outreach program targeted at immigrant youth facing particular
difficulties is being launched combined with a followup indepth study of
these youth aimed at addressing the special difficulties they face at school,
in the family, and in becoming part of Israeli society.

. The city has committed itself to using the survey as a stimulus for
maintaining an updated database on the immigrants, in order to monitor
their absorption and improve the services provided on an ongoing basis.

uiant puppets made by
new immigrant artists
are paraded at a Purim
party for the local
community in Lod



Information for the Evaluation and Planning ^^
ofImmigrant Absorption: **^
Current Projects at the JDCBrookdale Institute

1. Evaluation of the Social, 3. Policies and Attitudes of absorption. These include housing,
Health and Housing Needs of Employers Regarding the employment, and absorption of
Soviet Immigrants Aged 55+ Employment of Immigrants children in schools. The local
The aim of the study is to The aim of the study is to learn surveys identify groups at risk
determine the social, health and about the absorption of immigrants among the immigrants (such as
housing needs of immigrants aged from the Soviet Union into the handicapped, the chronically
55 and over, and to analyze the the labor force, from the point ill, singleparent families and the
implications of these needs for of view of the employer. The elderly); and collect information
the development of appropriate study examines the employer's to determine how familiar the
services. Special emphasis has considerations when recruiting immigrants are with local health
been placed on assessing the immigrants; the extent to which and welfare services, how these
extent to which different housing employers take advantage of services are being used, and what
options meet the needs of this the special arrangements and problems arise in the course of
population. A national sample of incentives offered for recruiting using them. The model has been
800 immigrants aged 55 and over immigrants; the various programs implemented in Lod, and will be
will be interviewed. The study available in the workplace replicated in BeerSheva, and
is a joint project of the National to facilitate the absorption other cities.
Insurance Institute, ESHEL, of immigrants; the terms of tu .
the Ministry of Housing, and employment for immigrants; 5. The Absorption of S.ov1et
JDCIsrael. and the employer's intentionsImmigrant Physicians 1nto

... , , ,. . the Labor Force
2. The Absorption of Soviet ^ "**?tO contmuing , The aim of the study is to discover
Immigrants (Aged 2564) i"to ^ employment. 7£ fdy f how well Soviet immigrant
the Labor Force ^ compnses ^ plaCef f A physicians are integrating into
The aims of the study are to employment, י/?8'003' Cent[al and the labor force  whether in the
assess how we" immigrantspenpheral aeras O th* COUrfy' medical, paramedical, or other
from the Soviet Union are ?"? frOm tl SeCtOrS+O the professions,  and to supply
integrating inot Israel>s labor labor market  Sovernmental, comprehensive data for use in
market; to identify ways of pubhc,private,mdustnal and planning employment solutions for
improving this process; to discover' / , yZ Ka ., them. The study will examine the
what expectations immigrants ™nduCted £ cooperat.on fh .the licensing process (participating in
have of life in Israel, especially ^™T PlaT1,nS Author,*," refresher courses, or undergoing
in the areas of employment and Affair of Labor and Soc1al a period of supervision), refresher
housing; and to gain insight into a'rS courses for the various medical
the way immigrants perceive 4. Local Surveys of professions, and career change
the options for improving their Immigrants for Planning at programs. Physicians will be
situation. Detailed information on the Municipal Level asked to evaluate these programs,
the immigrants' participation in A model for conducting local reporting both their positive
vocational programs is obtained, surveys and censuses of aspects, and any difficulties
and the immigrants are asked immigrants has been developed encountered. It will thus be
to evaluate the extent to which in order to collect comprehensive possible to assess the effectiveness
these refresher courses and career information on immigrants in of these programs, and identify
change programs have helped selected regions. All heads ways of improving them. The
them integrate into the labor force. of immigrant households are study will assess how willing
Interviews will be conducted interviewed, and detailed data on the physicians are to change
across the country with 1,200 characteristics of the immigrant career and enter professions
immigrants from the Soviet Union population are collected. which need, or can absorb, more
)aged 2564) who have immigrated These data serve as a basis for manpower. It will then be possible
since September 1989, and who more effective planning of services. to identify factors linked to the
have been in the country for at Similarly, data are collected on willingness to undergo retraining,
least six months. A followup of the absorption process to aid and so help formulate a career
this study is planned in order to in identifying and dealing with change policy for physicians.
monitor absorption into the labor the major problems immigrants As a first stage in this study, an
market over time. face in different aspects of their examination has been made of the
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different stages of the licensing S. Organization and levels with uptodate reports on
process for immigrant physicians, Functioning of Social the needs of the elderly, and on
and data on the number of Service Departments in the community and institutional
immigrant physicians passing Caring for Immigrants at services available to them. Its
through the different stages of Risk purpose is to coordinate the
this process from September 1989 The aim of this study is to planning of services, and provide a
to December 1991, have been examine the organization and basis for the rational allocation of
submitted to policymakers in the functioning of social service resources. As part of the project,
Ministry of Health, and to health departments in providing care for data on immigrants are collected
policy researchers. immigrants at risk, and to analyze on an ongoing basis, with the aim
,,,.. , n the implications of various patterns of providing accurate, updated6. Evaluation of a Program ,. .., ., .. , ...,, . ,.u, . . . ... . of organization for the provision information on the future needsto Help Immigrant Women in,, . ז1, ,.,... . ..o. ■ n . * .1. r. j or care tor immigrants andIsrae is of elderly immigrants, as we asSingleParent Famdies Find ... _,,, ... ., /, , , , .F . alike. The study will examine those of elderly Israelis.
y., , ■ ... .. , general policy at the national level. .*.1 . . A,
I he study will monitor and"' . x. 11. Immigrant Absorption on

, , ."." , . as well as actual preparations " 2...evaluate a JUClsrael program . . , , . , . Caravan sites
, ., ., , . , being made by social service ., . ,, , .,designed to help new immigrant , ,.. . , It is on caravan sites that the

, ., " . . ., . departments in towns whose . ., , "i. .women from the Soviet Union,. .. , ,. , , majority of hthiopian immigrants.
. ., . , , , population has greatly expanded , ..x . xl
trained in professional and, ^ .. ",. . ± and some immigrants from the. ..,. .. . ,. , due to a large influx of immigrants. .,.,,, . , . , , ,scientific occupations, to find r, x ,. , .,^ ,■ Soviet Union, are being absorbed.... Z.. 1 he study is being conducted /n .ז .,,,. .suitable work. I he program f .., .:, ... . ^ , In cooperation with the Ministry

x ■> ± , cooperation with the Ministry of, A, ^. , "
is targeted at women who T ,, " .,a^ ■ of Absorption, censuses or all.. . . . ... Labor and bocial Affairs.. . , ,head singleparent families, as residents at selected caravan
these women encounter special 9. The Absorption of sites will be undertaken, with the
difficulties in joining the labor Immigrant Youth primary purpose of collecting
force. The program provides Research activity has begun data relevant to their placement
group counseling on how to seek focusing on those immigrant youth in jobs or in vocational training
employment and on conditions with special problems, who are programs. In addition, information
in the Israeli labor market, with facing particular difficulties in their will be obtained on immigrants
each immigrant being assigned a absorption. Such difficulties are with special needs and on the
volunteer 'mentor' in her particular expressed in problems at school absorption of children into the
profession. The study will assess and in the family. Preliminary educational system. A pilot study
the program's effectiveness information is being gathered in at the Hulda caravan site is
in achieving its aims  helping Nazareth I'lit, Lod and Jerusalem underway.
immigrant women to evaluate focusing particularly on youth ,n T, ., .. , .,

. f . , ,. .,,,, . . . 12. The Absorption of Young
existing empoyment options, neither studying nor working, or r.. . .. £3,,, , \. ' . ,/ , .7 , Ethiopian Immigrants fromand to find jobs that realize their in danger of dropping out of the <<q .. . ,,
professional potential. educational system.t, ■... ..

I his study is the first attempt to
7. Evaluation of Selected 10. Health and Welfare obtain a comprehensive evaluation
OntheJob Training Needs in Israel: The of the absorption of Ethiopian
Programs for Immigrants Implications of Immigration immigrants, who came to Israel in
The study aims at evaluating the and Demographic Change the first large wave of Ethiopian
effectiveness of various on thejob This project analyzes the immigration in 1984/5, and who
training programs for immigrants. implications of immigration for were aged 1830 at the time.
The study focuses on innovative health and welfare needs and Intensive efforts were made to
programs, evaluating their success for the demand for various train these young immigrants so
as perceived by the immigrant services, and produces estimates as to enhance the prospects for
trainees and the employers. of increased needs in the central their absorption, particularly in

'^C*H,': ^ areas of social welfare. Alongside the area of vocational training and
,>;** '., this project, the Institute maintains employment. This study presents
[ r noif!"1'".  ■ a national database, designed the first opportunity to evaluate
', .. >",, ' to supply decisionmakers and the integration of the Ethiopian
\ ■' .s '^X planners at both local and national immigrants into the labor force,
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focusing on the quality of their 14. Surveys of Ethiopian Principal Researcher: Gila Noam,
employment, the degree to which Immigrants in Selected JDCBrookdale Institute
their employment is stable, and the Cities Editor: Vivienne Levy
satisfaction they derive from work. The need to cope with the Graphic Design: Studio Aleph
Over 650 Ethiopian immigrants absorption of Ethiopian immigrants Cover: based on photograph
have been interviewed throughout from "Operation Solomon" by Shlomo Dvori,
the country. Ethiopians needing an brought to the fore the lack of Courtesy the Jewish Agency
additional 'push' toward successful systematic data on the absorption Photographs: Vera Etzion
absorption will be identified, and of Ethiopian immigrants into and Municipality of Lod
an attempt will be made to plan the labor force, the educational
specific interventions geared system, and Israeli society at
towards attaining this goal. large, and of data on their basic
13. A Database to Monitor sociodemographic characteristics.
the Training and Job Conducted in cooperation w'th
n1 . , .... . the Ministry ot Absorption, thesePlacement of Ethiopian ,... . surveys represent first attemptsImmigrantsln L■ , . Hru, ,,.._, . ,. , at collecting comprehensive
1 he aim of this study is to provide. ,. J_ , .

, . , , .. ., information on Ethiopiana basis tor evaluating the success ■ ■,, ,, . ,
, ..,,. . immigrants (of all ages, and fromof vocational training programs ,s,,. .. .

, ,.,,. . , . each of the waves of immigration)for Ethiopian immigrants. A,, . ,. . ..,? '
. .,,, , . , . and their absorption in differentcomputerized database is being, ... ~ ,™ r , . .

, ,, , ., , . areas of life. Some 500 Ethiopiandeveloped to monitor the extent , ... . , . , .,, . , , , c ., . families have been interviewed into which graduates of the various , . , ,,,,. , the southern development townprograms are absorbed into , ... ~,,,. .,,, , r , ,. ,. of Kiryat Uat, and additionalthe labor force and are finding ■,, t , . . .,,,. , ,.,. ,, . surveys will be conducted in otheremployment which utilizes their . .y .. ... . ,

, ..., ,. . A , , cities. 1 he surveys wil provideskills and training. As part of . , , ,.,. . , . , ., , ,, information on the employmentthis project indepth followupt . ., t ... , , .

, ,. ,, ,.,, , of heads of families and theirstudies of graduates will be .

, .111. ... f spouses; the integration ot childrenconducted. These will focus on , י . ,,,.. , . , , ,, . and youth into the educationtheir job placement and their J , . .. .

, ,. ,, ,, system; housing conditions;own evaluation of how well.... .. , ,' .,., ,. . , . . , familiarity with, and use of, thevocational training has assisted,,, , .' '
,, . ■ . ,. . , ,,, , health and welfare services;their integration into the world . . ,., . ..,. j.,, , ... . .. and social contact with Israels.of work. The study will make it . ... , ,

., . ,. , .., , ■ An attempt will be made topossible to identify successful. ,., . . . , ..... . .,,, ., ,., , ., identify the principal difficultiesprograms and to highlight the,. .
, ,, . , . , , , the immigrants encounter infactors which improve a graduate s A,.. x i .^ it

, r ,. ,. . , their interaction with the servicechances of finding appropriate _. ... .

employment. In collaboration with Sfte7■ The surveys,w1" also
the Ministry of Absorption, followf y SrOUPS31u ,^?"9u, ,. ... ,,, , the immigrants  the elderly, theup studies will be conducted, ,,.,. , ; ...
, .,. ., , , handicapped, singleparent families,focusing specifically on graduates ............sv +la/■l ■ . , , and families in financial distress.ot Youth Ahyah, immigrants who
have completed their service in
the Israel Defense Forces, and
students and graduates of post
secondary educational institutions.
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